Understanding Color Tuning and Reversible Oxidation of Conjugated Azomethines.
With the aim of achieving reversible oxidation and color tuning, the effect of the central aromatic on the spectroscopic, electrochemical, and spectrochemical properties of a series of electrochromic azomethine triads was investigated. The absorption of the alkylated thiophene derivatives was blue-shifted relative to their unalkylated counterparts when the central aromatic was either a bi- or terthiophene. It was further found that the alkylated thiophene derivatives had larger Stokes shifts than their unsubstituted counterparts. Theoretical calculations demonstrated that the torsion angles of these alkylated cores with respect to the flanking azomethines were responsible for the spectroscopic effects. While the electrochemical oxidation potential of the triads varied by only 100 mV, the reversibility of their anodic process was contingent on the central aromatic. The absorption of the electrochemically produced state red-shifted between 165 and 280 nm from its corresponding neutral state, leading to perceived color changes between orange and blue. Reversible color changes were chemically mediated with ferric chloride/hydrazine. The absorption of the chemically oxidized state shifted between 155 and 220 nm from the corresponding neutral state, contingent on the central aromatic. The palette of perceived colors that was possible with oxidation included orange, yellow, blue, and gray.